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~~~ 

Moving from one level of 
equilibrium to higher level 

of  

equilibrium demands de-
liberate and well-

designed strategies 
... 

~~~ 

DB ARK started its ministry at Don Bosco Provincial House in Okhla, New 

Delhi in 2007. This year in May it was being replanted in Palam, New 

Delhi. 
 

Growth demands change, and change is inevitable in any  

growing organization. The rapidity and complexity of 

change demands a new mind-set to respond to this new 

phenomenon.  
 

Some of the changes are necessitated due to internal factors, and some 

others due to external ones. Usually organizations get into a stagnant 

mode when they become complacent at a particular level of functioning 

both at their productivity, and effectiveness. They get into oblivion and 

ignore the fast changing scenario. Soon a type of grogginess sets in, which 

is best explained through the parable of the ‘boiled frog’. 
 

The parable refers to the maladaptation that organizations build up,       

gradually building threats to survival. This is  attributed as the main cause 

for corporate and organizational failures. The parable goes as follows: 

“If you place a frog in a pot of boiling water, it will immediately try to scramble out. But if you place 

the frog in room temperature water, and don’t scare him, he will stay put. Now if the pot sits on a 

heating source, and if you gradually turn up the temperature, something very interesting happens. 

As the temperature rises to 70 degrees the frog will do nothing.  As the            

temperature gradually increases, the frog will become groggier and groggier,    

until it is unable to climb out of the pot. Though there is nothing restraining him, 

the frog will sit there and boil. Why?  Because the frog’s internal apparatus for 

sensing threats to survival is geared to changes in his  environment, not to slow 

gradual change”. 

Special Issue  - Okhla to Palam 

A new site for DB ARK at Palam, New Delhi 
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Organizations, like human bodies have an equilibrium state. This is achieved by the interplay of the factors 

both internal and external. 

A system is the interrelated set of elements functioning as a whole. When these       

elements are in harmony, there is the equilibrium. The equilibrium is disturbed when 

these elements are in conflict. Whenever there is disturbance in the equilibrium there 

is a natural and urgent tendency to reach a new equilibrium state. However, once an 

equilibrium is reached there is a certain amount of inertia or lethargy in  moving to a 

higher level.  

DB ARK realized that moving from the present level of equilibrium to a higher level of equilibrium 

demands deliberate and well-designed strategies.  

Towards a Higher Level of Equilibrium 

RADICAL  

SHIFT 

New  

Clientele 

New  

Interventions  

Geographical Area 

Challenge of 60000 youth in DWARKA 

Remaining faithful to the mission of DB ARK, we need to undergo a Radical Paradigm 
shift in the areas of the expansion and inclusion of new target clientele, as well as 
new interventions to make our youth ministry more relevant and effective.  

Paradigm is the way one sees the world - not in terms 
of visual sense of sight, but in terms of perceiving,    
understanding, and interpreting. We all work under 
certain paradigms. Every paradigm has its own           
assumptions, and these assumptions are related to 
time and space. From time to time we need to         
challenge these assumptions, and review them.  
With the shift of the DB ARK to a new site, and the 
changed scenario with the accompanying challenges on 
the one side, and the new emerging changes in terms 
of the globalization and its consequences on youth and  

Paradigm Shift! 

Mini or Radical? 

The physical change of the location of DB ARK from the Provincial House at Okhla to Don Bosco Ashalayam 

at Palam, New Delhi was not an internal decision of the ARK Team. It was necessitated by an order from the 

higher authorities. It was not apparently to any better site. A fourteen member team of ARK had to fit in 

where only eight persons could be accommodated.  

There were some initial resistance and reactive feelings from some quarters. With faith in God’s providence 

and positive attitude we ventured into remodelling the new site. To our pleasant surprise the new setting 

can accommodate a twenty-member team.  

family on the other side, we are forced to make certain radical paradigm shifts. These 
challenges if well responded to will take DB ARK in new directions with leaps and 
bounds to make itself “the salt of the earth and the light of the world”. 

- Fr. Joe Arimpoor, sdb 
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Salesian Province New Delhi extends to 12 states, with about 40               
Ecclesiastical units (Catholic Dioceses). The next SYNOD in the Catholic 
Church in 2018 is on Youth, their Faith Formation, and Vocational           
Fulfilment. Reaching out to the Teenagers, the University Students, and 
Young Workers - both Catholics, and Others is a big challenge. 
The R & D Department with the Planning Department of DB ARK is       
planning various TOT (Training of Trainers) Programs to 
reach out to some 600 youth (both Catholics and Non-
Catholics) in each diocese. This project can reach out to 
some 24,000 youth in the coming three years. 
Expanding the Youth Ministry to Family Apostolate is yet 
another challenge under consideration. What would be a 
high leverage intervention that can adequately reach out to 
the families is the quest of the R & D. 
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2. SHAMROCKS  

It is a project that envisages to reach out to the YUPIs (Young Urban  Professionals of India) from Delhi. There are 
thousands professionals flocking to Delhi, which has a population of 25 million, and is the second most populous city 
in the world. These new ‘immigrants’ have few specific characteristics:  

3. Expanding the FIT  

SH
A

M
R

O
CKS  

 

A) They are rootless 
B) They become anonymous 
C) They become suddenly affluent financially 
D) They become victims of peer pressure and  
E) They are controlled by media influence. 

By: Mr. Mukesh George 

Hence the next challenge taken up by the DB ARK Team was a re-visioning process of the Centre.  As 

a result three new Projects are being envisaged: 

Re-Visioning / Re-thinking  

DWARKA is the largest residential suburb in Asia, with a total of 1,718 residential 
enclaves and a net population of 11 lakh, about four to five lakh families, and about 
60,000 teenagers and youth. It is a veritable ground for the Salesians to get involved 
with Youth Ministry and Family Apostolate. 

The R & D Department has to swing into action to develop adequate 
youth  services. 

Neighbourliness Project 

Good 

1. GNP - Good Neighbourliness Project  

Once again the R & D Department is afoot with studies and planning for relevant interventions. 

Anchoring at Palam 

Anchored at Palam: Divine Intervention or man-made inspiration?  
 

Human initiatives can be made divine when Faith in God is present. That is what happened in the 
case of DB ARK. Now we are anchored at Palam. It is a challenge, new place, new people, and new 
relations!!!  
 

Just like Don Bosco, so also our Captain: Fr. Joe Arimpoor has been graced immensely by our Lord 
and Master with Faith, Hope, and Love. With Mary Help of Christians at his side, he is optimistic and 
courageous. 

By: Mr. Allwyn Sequeira 
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By: Ms. Sophy Philip  

 

 It is a journey that began in the year 2007, 

where the work was being carried out under the 

banner of Youth Animation Centre. June 2007 saw 

the first programs for the institute, namely YAP 

(Youth Animation Program)   and TEP (Teachers’ 

Enhancement Program). Since then it has been   

sailing forward. On 14th June, 2009 it was christened 

with the name Don Bosco ARK. With the motto: 

‘Towards Shores Beyond’, the ARK sails forward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over the past years, thousands of lives have been 

touched as we grew in leaps and bounds. As the 

days passed by, more and more programs and     

ventures were added in the Youth Ministry -  YAP, 

TEP, and RAP (Religious Animation Program). But 

the real meaning and purpose of DB ARK bloomed 

and started flowering when the two novel Projects 

were started:  
 

PYYAR MOVEMENT and VOC (Voice of Children). 

There has been no turning back, and as the ARK sails 

forward it has touched thousands of lives. These 

nine years have numerous   stories that have helped 

to build a stronger ARK. As we reach Palam in our 

journey, our enthusiasm is increased as we see the 

bright colors of the  rainbow that invite us to new 

frontiers in our Youth Ministry. 

 

In the presence of Fr. Swanoop Choudhary, sdb 

(Rector of the community and Director of       

Ashalayam), Fr. Chohnas Kujur, sdb, Sr. Grace, 

FMA (Superior of the community) members of the 

DB ARK past and present staffs and Fr. Joe     

Arimpoor, sdb the  director of DB ARK,                 

Fr. Kuriakose, sdb, the Vice Rector of the          

community blessed the new office of DB ARK. 

New Location of DB ARK  at Palam 
Blessing  of the New Office 

Finally…! The dream comes true. The second phase of 
DB ARK at Palam was very much challenging and    
exhilarating for everyone those who are witnesses of 
it. 
Although we have shifted our office on May 26, 2016 
from Provincial House, Okhla but, DB ARK blessing  
took place on a very auspicious occasion of Onam on 
14th September 2016 at Palam. 

      Special Issue  - Okhla to Palam 

DB ARK… The Journey so Far 

Another beginning for DB ARK 

to launch into new initiatives 

to make it always relevant 

and ever faithful to DON 

BOSCO and his mission.  

Fr. Joe narrating the voyage of DB ARK on 

the occasion of its blessing 

Fr. Kuriakose blessing DB ARK, Palam 

By: Mr. Bijaya Kumar Hembram 
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According to the Bible, 

centuries ago God saved a 

just man and his family 

from the destructive flood 

through an ARK. The ARK 

came to be known as Noah’s Ark which floated for 

about a year. 
 

In this era, herein we have       

another ARK - DB ARK (Don 

Bosco Animation and Research 

Kendra) that is  floating since 

seven years, leading the         

privileged and under-privileged youth “towards shores 

beyond” through its holistic development programs. 
 

Physics says that an ARK carrying lots of people and   

animals can float but an ARK that has no one on board 

cannot. Don Bosco ARK is floating smoothly because of 

carrying  thousands of youth along 

with the support of another ARK - Act 

of Random Kindness which is actually 

helping the young to reach the shores 

of joy and   happiness. 
 

Presently, DB ARK has reached a new shore: PALAM. 

Just as the waves of the sea move from a lower level to 

higher level taking the ship or ARK ahead, similarly, DB 

ARK is breaking the current equilibrium in order to 

reach a higher level of equilibrium and thereby        

become more effective and efficient. 
 

The new equilibrium enables DB ARK to take in more 

young people into it and lead them to shores beyond. 

We request your prayers and          

assistance to keep the ARK afloat 

and continue its voyage ahead as 

it moves toward a higher level of     

success touching the lives of many 

more young people and bring the 

grace of unity into their lives.  

By: Ms. Sonal Bisherwal 

A change makes the form and nature of any           

organization different from what it was. A change 

changes you; it can abate your identity or augment 

it. We had reached an        

equilibrium until the change 

supervened. This change     

allowed us in leaving one     

edifice to enter a new edifice 

which can lead us to growth 

and change. So, instead of making this change an   

arduous journey we facilitated a joyful exercise. 
 

We all worked together day and night, gathered of 

what was left, clasped of what was received and 

started the march towards a higher equilibrium. Our 

Captain keeps a planner 

with plans afoot, and       

together with the crew he 

leads them in concrete 

actions. We all kept on 

completing the tasks one 

by one with great aplomb and then there was no 

stoppage. At first the captain was a little dazed, but I 

would say that a challenging response to a change it 

was. 

With our strong determination and God’s grace we 

exquisitely furnished ourselves in the new base. I 

hope that our expeditionary units continue the      

expedition of changing the lives of many. Our       

Captain believes that there is life after life which is  

the eternal bliss that every one longs for. To find a 

shore it is important that the vessel (ARK) keeps 

moving and to go to ‘shores beyond’ it is important 

that the ‘ARK’ keeps focused on 

its destination, not getting          

deviated by the temporary,  

transitory and material 

‘shores’.  
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ARK Floats Aplomb to a Change 

By: Ms. Anjana Alex 
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BVC (Bosco Volunteers Corps) - Opportunities are 

given to men and women of Goodwill to come     

forward and join hands with the DB ARK Team to 

reach out to youth in manifold ways. All those who 

love the young are encouraged and invited to join 

this group. 
 

Those join this group contribute 

their share in     carrying on the 

mission of DB ARK. The hours of 

their involvement is recognized, and the certificates 

of appreciation are awarded. 
 

BOVCO (Bosco Online Volunteers Corps) - There are 

many friends of DB ARK who want contribute their 

share to take the mission of DB ARK forward. But 

due to distance they are not able to come physically 

to the centre. So we have started BOVCO. Such   

volunteers are linked to us 

through online means and con-

tribute to the Organization 

through their expertise and work. 
 

Shamrocks - It is a new initiative of DB ARK. The 

main aim of this program is to reach out to the 

YUPIs (Young Urban Professionals of India) of 

Delhi. Bringing them together providing 

them a base to connect with one an-

other, know one another and work to-

gether for the betterment of society. 

We intend to float variety of programs 

from time to time and invite young people to    

participate, and enjoy as well as grow. 

Replanting is a painful process, and yet, it is an  

effective process when 

the challenges that         

accompany it  are        

r e s p o n d e d  t o               

courageously and whole-

heartedly. That is what happened to DB ARK when 

it was moved to Palam from Okhla.  
 

Fr. Joe Arimpoor, the Director of DB ARK, being a 

true son of  DON BOSCO  and a veteran Salesian, 

gathered courage and remembered Don Bosco’s  

journey to the 

“Pinardi Shed”. He 

too was disturbed at 

the beginning, but 

took it a stride with 

full faith in the Divine 

Providence and the accompaniment of Mary help 

of Christians. Indeed the miracle happened. The 

new place turned out to be a better place. 
 

As of now DB ARK which is replanted at Palam 

Dwarka has grown up better and become full-

fledged, looks healthier with greater hope and 

more opportunities. 
 

The words of the Director were very encouraging 

and inspiring: 

Special Issue  - Okhla to Palam 

“Cabbage replanted grows better” 

- Don Bosco 

By: Mr. Chandra Sekhar Nayak 

“CARPE DIEM” = Grab the Opportunity! 
Write straight, even when the lines are 

crooked !!” 

New Frontiers Envisaged by DB ARK  

By: Mr. Atul Leo Bara 
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DB ARK AT DIFFERENT PLATFORMS  

      Special Issue  - Okhla to Palam 

By: Mr. Gabriel Murmu 



From DB ARK to... 
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DON BOSCO ANIMATION & RESEARCH KENDRA  
WZ-1211 

Ashram Gali, Palam Village,  
New Delhi-110 045 

Ph:+91 -9212475683/9868175683, 
donboscoark@gmail.com  
joearimpoor@gmail.com 

Search for “DON BOSCO ARK” 

http://dbARKnewdelhi.blogspot.com 

Domestic Airport - 7.2 km 
International Airport - 8.3 km 

New Delhi Railway Station - 20 km 
Old Delhi Railway Station - 24 km 
Nizamuddin Railway Station - 24 km 

Anand Vihar Railway Station - 32.3 km 
Nearest Metro Station 

Dwarka Sector 9 (Blue Line) - 2.9 km 

Anand Vihar ISBT - 32.3 km 
Kashmere Gate ISBT - 24 km  

Our New Office looks Corporate in appearance, 

but with the Family Spirit of Don Bosco. 

The masterly approach of the Director who is 

able to combine the Family Spirit of Don Bosco 

with its freedom, spontaneity, initiatives, and 

creativity on the one side, and commitment and 

enthusiasm on the other side. 
 

OUR NEW OFFICE 

The Director’s oft repeated phrase drills in our mind this unique approach: 

“FORTITER IN RE,  SUAVITER IN MODO” -  

Be Firm on Principles, but Sweet in your Manners. 

By: Mr. Jobin George 

DB ARK - HOW WE LOOK NOW! WHERE ARE WE? 


